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INTRODUCTION: 
 
I’d like to say an enormous thank you to Ellen and to the members of the Waterston Desert 

Writing Prize committee, and also to the High Desert Museum for hosting us tonight. I’m 

incredibly honored and excited to have my work recognized in this way and I know it will 

provide a huge boost to me as I move forward with finishing my book.  

I’d like to give you a little context to my book before I read, if I may: 

Six years ago the U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon flew over the dying Aral Sea 

in a helicopter as part of an official visit to Central Asia. Afterwards, he told reporters that he 

had been shocked by what he saw, calling it “one of the worst environmental disasters in the 

world.” The secretary-general said the vanishing sea was a vivid testament to what happens 

when we neglect or mismanage our environment. The fate of the Aral Sea, he added, 

underscored the need for collective action to save our planet’s resources. “It really left with 

me a profound impression, one of sadness that such a mighty sea has disappeared.”   

I knew the Aral Sea had been drying up since the 1960s, mostly due to the USSR’s 

attempts to divert water from the sea’s two feeder rivers to create a large-scale cotton 

industry. But after I read about Ban Ki-moon’s declaration I wanted to really understand what 

had happened. So, starting in the summer of 2011, I began to travel regularly to the ports on 

both sides of the sea and to spend time with the people who lived there. I wanted to trace how 

in less than fifty years this sea had gone from the sparkling “Blue Sea” described in early 

Russian history books, to what, in some places, now seemed to be little more than a muddy 

swamp. I wanted to understand what it meant for a sea to be in terminal decline and, more 

importantly, what the day-to-day consequences were for the people living on its shores. How 

did the Aral communities feel about what had happened to their sea, and how were they 

coping with its loss? There I found despair, but also hope. Devastation, but also attempts at 

revitalization. Lessons for all of us who care about the fate of the world’s water…    
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And now, I’ll read an excerpt from my book “No Water of Their Own”: 

 
Once there was a man who had a hole in his heart the size of the sea, and nothing but the sea 

could fill it. He had waited many years for the faithless waves to return. In fact, that’s all he 

had done since the moment he realized the waters were retreating from his shores and the 

land was turning to desert before his eyes. In the intervening decades, his wife had died and 

his children had moved away from that place. And still he waited. But the sea never came, 

and the desert continued to grow. 

“This is a town of ghosts now,” his son told him, encouraging him to pack up and 

leave. Sailo nodded. It was. But he couldn’t imagine living anywhere else. 

 And so he sat, day in and day out, on a lumpy, stained mattress up on a bluff in the 

former port of Moynaq, staring out across the desiccated landscape, his dark eyes squinting 

against the dust and the wind. Maybe it was hope, or maybe it was despair. Either way, he 

didn’t seem to know or even to care any more. The vigil itself had become his reason for 

living. In the sand below him, where the harbor used to be, was the graveyard of shipsa 

place where skeletal vessels lay marooned on sand dunes, also waiting for a sea that never 

came. The rusting hulks of twelve boats covered in graffiti scribbles, varying in size from six-

foot tugs to barges up to twenty feet long, were the remains of what had once been a thriving 

maritime and fishing industry in former Soviet Uzbekistan. 

On a July day in 2011 I found Sailo there, as was his custom, smoking a cigarette. His 

face was more lines than not, his eyes watery and bloodshot, and his sunken cheeks gave him 

something of the appearance of a ghost himself. He had just a few yellowed teeth left 

clinging to his gums and a relief pattern of thin, raised scars crisscrossed his bare, concave 
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chest. He wore a pair of ragged grey trousers, held up by a piece of string, and his feet were 

swathed in plastic sandals. 

It was only eight a.m. in the now-defunct port town and the temperature had already 

reached 115 degrees. Two fat beads of sweat crawled steadily down my body like beetles, 

one weaving drunkenly along the gulley of my spine and the other making a slow, ticklish 

descent of my chest. I plucked at the hem of my rust-colored cotton t-shirt to dislodge the 

drops of perspiration and the material bloomed darker in patches as it fell back and stuck to 

my skin. Gazing out over the desert scene before me, it seemed almost impossible to believe 

that just fifty years ago the white-crested waves of the Aral Sea used to break over the top of 

the bluff where I was standing. Now, there was not a single drop of water to be seen.  

The Aral Sea was once the fourth largest inland body of water in the world. As 

recently as the 1960s, it boasted a surface area of around 26,000 square miles—making it a 

just a tad larger than the state of West Virginia. The sea’s cobalt expanse lay at the heart of 

the Soviet Central Asian landmass, straddling the border between what are now the 

independent states of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, and it was surpassed in size only by the 

nearby Caspian Sea, Lake Superior in North America, and Lake Victoria in Africa. The 

majestic Amu Darya and Syr Darya rivers—famed as the Oxus and Jaxartes of antiquity and 

once traversed with great difficulty by Alexander the Great—traveled more than three 

thousand miles between them to replenish the sea with fresh water. 

 Central Asia is a vast tract of land that occupies the southernmost rump of what was 

once the Soviet Union. Its area is almost half that of the mainland United States, and it shares 

a border to the north and northeast with Russia. China lies to its southeast, while Iran and 

Afghanistan mark the limits of its territory to the south, and its western border is formed by 

the Caspian Sea. After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Central Asia split into five 

separate countries, sometimes colloquially referred to as the “Stans.” Kazakhstan accounts 
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for the bulk of this territory and covers its entire northern flank, while Turkmenistan, 

Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan cluster below it, west to east, in that order. 

 For most of the twentieth century, the Stans were hidden away in a zone of the Soviet 

Union that was largely closed to foreigners. They were some of the USSR’s most desolate 

and neglected republics, as well as one of Moscow’s dumping grounds for agricultural 

experiments, political undesirables, nuclear testing, and bio-weapons storageanything the 

Soviet government didn’t want too close to home. 

 It was also during the Soviet erain the 1930s and 1940sthat the two towns at each 

end of the Aral Sea developed into major fishing ports: Aralsk to the north on the Kazakh 

side, and Moynaq to the south on the Uzbek side. They thrummed with the activities of 

fishermen and boat builders, the busy production lines of the state-owned fish canneries, 

incoming and outgoing passenger steamers, cargo ships and fishing trawlers, and hordes of 

holidaymakers from the Soviet elite arriving in search of sun, sand and sea.  

I squatted down beside Sailo and asked him what the town of Moynaq had been like 

when he was a young man. Back then, he said, the harbor buzzed with life early each 

morning. In the feeble dawn light gulls dived and swooped above the boats, crying out to 

each other in their guttural voices, scavenging for food. The waves slapped against the edges 

of the bluff and the chains of the anchors clanked, metal on metal, against the boats that 

bobbed in the water. In different voices, still husky with sleep, the men of the fishing 

brigades called out greetings to their comrades, pulled on their waterproofs, shook out their 

nets, prepared to start their day. 

Throughout his teenage years in the late 1960s, Sailo worked as a boat captain on 

various large fishing vessels based in Moynaq, including the Lebed, which lay rusting in the 

sand below us. Each day he would skilfully navigate the waves and ferry his brigade of six 

fishermen out to the Aral Sea’s prime fishing locations. When the men returned in the 
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afternoons with their haul of fish—pike, carp, maybe sturgeon if they were lucky—they 

would unload them onto the docks. Most of the catch went directly to the state canning 

factory across the way, but some was set aside to take to the drying house for salting and 

smoking. Then the men could sit back and smoke cigarettes, play cards, swallow down 

rounds of beer or vodka, and chew on dried fish. 

But when Sailo returned from completing his two years of compulsory military 

service with the Red Army in the early 1970s, things had already begun to change for the 

worse in Moynaq. It was then that his beloved sea started to slip away, taking his livelihood 

as a boat captain with it. 

Driving toward Moynaq earlier that same day, along a raised strip of land and over a 

bridge where no water flowed any more, I could see how the port used to sit on an isthmus. A 

sign declared MOYNAQ in bold red letters and beneath it were two undulating lines—white 

above blue—like the stylized waves you might see in a child’s drawing. But to see the waters 

that once washed the edges of this port, and begin to understand the true extent of the sea’s 

decline, requires a bone-rattling, three-hour drive in a 4x4 jeep across the dry, cracked former 

seabed in pursuit of its retreating shoreline. The edge of the Aral Sea now lies around one 

hundred miles from Moynaq’s harbor. The distance from New York City to Philadelphia. 

In preparation for my trip I had looked up the Aral Sea in my 2003 atlas, the most up-

to-date version I owned. Less than accurately, it still showed the sea as one large body of 

water, an intact baby-blue splotch. In fact, the sea had split into two distinct parts sometime 

in the 1980s. It seemed strange that the rapid shrinking of such a huge geographical feature, 

and the formation of the world’s youngest desert (the Aralkum) in its wake, had not been 

recorded in those pages. It was almost as if it had never happened. 

In more recent NASA satellite photos, the sea glowed like a greenish-blue jewel 

wedged between the dusty browns of Central Asia’s more established deserts—the Karakum 
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(‘black sand’) and the Kyzylkum (‘red sand’). In these pictures it was clear that the Aral was 

no longer one sea, but had instead separated into a northern and a southern mass, with a strip 

of land cutting a horizontal swath between them. Between the sea and its original shoreline 

ran a shadowy grey band—like the halo shimmer on an overexposed photograph. It was just a 

sliver in some places and a substantial slab in others; a ghostly image of the waters that no 

longer flowed there. A desert forming as a photo negative of the sea. 

Sailo recalled the days when the harbor was jammed full of boats loaded down with 

fish or salt. When yurts—traditional nomadic tents with domed wooden frameworks draped 

in felt—and restaurants selling dried fish snacks and beer used to line the now-empty 

promenade. When the seafront bustled with tourists and locals strolling in the sunshine, 

taking in the sea air and paddling in the Aral’s temperate waters.  

I climbed down the twenty metal steps at the edge of the bluff to examine the ship 

corpses. There was no one else around. No one else had been foolish enough to make the trip 

there that day in the July heat. The air lower down was heavy, stultifying, and I felt light-

headed, leaning against the sun-baked metal for support. I looked up at the wall several 

meters above me and imagined the weight of the water-that-was pressing down upon me. 

Across the main road from the harbor, I stumbled upon an abandoned fish cannery. 

The graveyard of ships lay on one side of the main road and the fish cannery directly across 

from it on the other, bookends to the port’s decline. At its entrance stood a pale blue billboard 

painted in the Socialist Realist style of Soviet propaganda posters. Two strong-featured 

fishermen in orange boots and wet gear hauled in a net full of leaping fish, while behind them 

a female factory worker in a white coat and an orange headscarf gestured toward the many 

boxes of fish piled high beside her.  

“Glory To Labor!” the painted slogan running across the top of the main building still 

declared, although it was faded now. 
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If the Aral once supplied the port’s lifeblood, then the cannery was its beating heart. 

At its height throughout the 1940s, ’50s and ’60s, Moynaq’s cannery produced tens of 

millions of cans of fish every year. Now, its buildings were carcasses split open to the 

elements, rotting in the unrelenting heat, their stripped concrete bones reaching for the sun. 

The cloudless sky glimmered azure through gashes in the bricks, and children scrabbled for 

treasure among discarded bits of cardboard and plastic.  

A tall, gaunt man with hollow cheeks, dressed in a button-down shirt, loose pants, and 

a flat cap, offered to show me around the cannery ruins. He told me he had worked there for 

thirty years. He had tended the furnaces where the fish were cooked, until the factory was 

finally shut down twenty years ago. Production had been cut in half as fish supplies dwindled 

through the 1970s and 80s, but the lines were kept running by importing frozen fish from 

other parts of the Soviet Union—from Russia and the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and 

Lithuania. But after the USSR collapsed in 1991 and the various republics went their separate 

ways, Moynaq’s cannery was left to fend for itself. He pointed to where the refrigeration unit 

had stood, the building where the fish were skinned and de-boned, and the canteen where the 

workers ate together.  

“That’s where we used to have lunch every day,” he said. My eyes followed to where 

his hand indicated some tall metal struts with only a handful of bricks still cleaving to them. 

“It makes me want to weep seeing it like this.” 

I left the cannery and found myself once again on the main thoroughfare, a dusty and 

seemingly infinite stretch of tarmac. As I walked along the edge of the empty street I kicked 

up dust or sand, my mouth and eyes already itchy with it. Herds of skinny cows and an 

occasional stray dog roamed around, but it was rare to see another human being. Official 

figures put the population of the former port at around thirteen thousand, but the unofficial 
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word on the street is that it’s more like eight or nine thousand—less than ten percent of what 

it was fifty years ago. 

A dusty collection of beach balls and a plastic bucket and spade hung outside a small 

shop. These seaside toys seemed mocking, disorienting somehow. Just then, a sudden 

movement caught my eye. I turned and watched as a small boy, who had appeared from 

nowhere, bent down to poke at something moving in the dirt. It was a seagull, with one of its 

wings almost entirely sheared off, the bloody gash already crusty from dragging in the sand. 

  

 


